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As he sifts through the noise of a 24-hour news cycle, Investment Analyst Donald Gawel offers insight into the world of
value investing and valuation. Using case studies as evidence,
Donald disrupts the myths surrounding growth and value
stocks, offers his tips for avoiding traps, and advocates for a
balanced approach when assessing what a business is worth.

One of my guilty pleasures in life is watching investors, strategists, and reporters debate
various themes in the stock market. These short clips are an integral part of my morning
news routine, some added levity alongside breaking articles and morning emails. I generally find these debates act as a good barometer of market sentiment at any given
time, helping me determine what Mr. Market might be feeling. While these debates do
absolutely nothing to change my thinking or planned work for the day, they do have
some great entertainment value.
Lately, I have seen two topics getting a lot of airtime. The first is one that eminent
investor and writer Howard Marks discusses at length in his latest memo, “Something of
Value”i: the great debate between owning “growth vs. value.” When this unfolds on the
air, one talking head might say something about “expecting value to outperform for the
next six months,” and another commentator might cut in with an argument about how
“a divided congress is better for growth stocks over value.” The second topic receiving
airtime today is whether valuation is an investment tool altogether. Some in this debate
have argued that if a company is a disruptor, or a concept stock, financial metrics do
not matter because there is nothing to use as the basis of valuation – valuation simply
cannot be done. Alternatively, if the company has a large total addressable market
(TAM), a high growth rate, a path to higher margins, and a competitive advantage,
there is no valuation that is too high to stop you from buying those attractive business
qualities.
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The concepts of “value” and “growth” are often simplified

Now, completely ignoring valuation in the investment process

as follows: Value stocks have low price-to-book or price-to-

is similar to climbing the rock face with no safety harness, no

earnings ratios or trade below net asset value. Growth stocks

rope, no carabiners, and no anchor points. Sure, the free solo

grow well in excess of the general market and have a long

climbers can ascend quickly and there is nothing limiting

runway of this outsized growth ahead of them (even if those

how far or fast they can climb, but if they slip, they can fall

businesses look expensive on traditional value metrics). I

very far, very fast. Without a sound valuation to anchor onto,

would argue that the overall debate in owning growth versus

you may quite easily plummet to your death. In the investing

value at any particular moment is largely an exercise of

world, this would mean a permanent impairment of capital.

blowing hot air. More importantly, it does not (and should

At its best, the philosophy that valuation does not matter

not) have much of an impact on our investment philosophy.

over the long term is simply reckless. At its worst, it could

As bottom-up investors, picking between growth and value

be fatal.

does not make a lot of sense.
First of all, why would you pick only one category? No one
is forcing you to pick. Why would you play a game with one
arm tied behind your back? Why not buy the best businesses, regardless of their classification, for less than their true
worth? Secondly, the distinction between growth and value
is just a fuzzy, made-up concept to begin with. We agree
with Warren Buffett when he stated that growth and value
are “joined at the hip,” but there is a pervasive notion in the
marketplace that these investment philosophies are oppo-

“

The investment process is
a bit like trying to climb a
sheer rock face. It is in the
best interest of the rock
climber to establish anchor
points along the way for
safety.”

sites. This distinction does not make a lot of sense when your
investment philosophy is based on business fundamentals
and intrinsic valuation. Let me explain why.

S O, W H Y D O E S VA L UAT I O N M AT T E R ?
At Burgundy, we classify ourselves as quality-value investors

WO U L D YO U F R E E C L I M B K 2 ?

who focus on bottom-up business analysis and fundamental
value. In other words, we want to purchase financially pro-

The investment process is a bit like trying to climb a sheer

ductive businesses at a discount to their intrinsic value. Val-

rock face. It is in the best interest of the rock climber to es-

uation serves as a tool in our analytical framework. Investors

tablish anchor points along the way for safety. After these

need to have a framework to determine the potential future

anchors are hammered into the rock face and secured, the

earnings power of a business to protect themselves from ir-

climber clips in, advancing the climb past this point and es-

rational investments and markets. If a company is trading at

tablishing new anchor points higher up. These anchor points

a higher price than even the most rose-coloured, optimistic

take time and effort to establish, but they are something to

business forecast would imply, more likely than not, that is

fall back on. When investing, these anchor points are what

a recipe for disaster. While we agree that business quality

we deem a company’s intrinsic value. We feel safe investing

matters more than valuation and that the pace of disruption

when the share price is below this intrinsic value “anchor,” and

is faster today than ever before, valuation still matters.

feel even better when we expect that anchor to get higher
in the future. For example, think of a company successfully

The pure math component to arrive at the intrinsic value

introducing a new product or business line and increasing its

of a business is pretty simple. An investor forecasts out the

intrinsic value. This is akin to the climber who continues to

future cash flows of a business and discounts those cash

venture upwards, past the previous anchor point, to establish

flows back to today to arrive at the net present value, or

a new higher one. We now have a strengthened position for

intrinsic value, of the business. Now, getting to that forecast

the climber to launch the next ascent.

requires a tremendous amount of work, including evaluat-
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ing business quality, substantiating competitive advantag-

Burgundy takes a conservative approach to these terminal

es, gaining confidence in management, and understanding

assumptions. We typically use an 8-10% discount rate and a

reinvestment opportunities. At the end of the day, though,

terminal growth rate of around 2% and have done so consis-

we use expected future cash flows to help us think about

tently throughout numerous business cycles. We apply this

business value. It then makes sense that the growth rate of

discount rate because it tends to reflect the average long-

those cash flows (positive or negative) impacts the intrinsic

term returns of the market, and we seek to invest in com-

value. Growth is therefore an input to the intrinsic value of a

panies that we think will generate returns in excess of the

business, and we want to buy the business at a discount to

market. The terminal growth rate we use roughly reflects a

its intrinsic value.

zero-real-growth scenario. We do not change these assumptions based on market conditions. The future will always be

It does not make sense to buy a business simply because it

uncertain, but we believe applying a conservative discount

is a “cheap” stock, the same way it does not make sense to

rate and terminal value provides us with some protection.

buy a business simply because it is growing “quickly.” These
characteristics have absolutely nothing to do with what

I am an advocate for using case studies and learning from

the business is actually worth from an intrinsic standpoint.

real market examples. You can see a lot further when you

Our view is that valuation matters. If a company passes our

stand on the shoulders of giants. The examples below illus-

business quality screen, finds itself on the Dream Teamii, and

trate how these traps may reveal themselves and what we

is trading at a fair discount to its intrinsic value, that would

can learn from them.

indicate it is time to buy the business.

C A S E S T U DY # 1 : T H E VA L U E T R A P
H OW D O W E T H I N K A B O U T VA L U E ?
Perhaps the most famous value trap of all is Berkshire
Investors need to realize that some value companies are over-

Hathaway. Not the financial conglomerate and investing

valued, even though they are statistically “cheap,” because

juggernaut it became, but the small capital-intensive New

their competitive position is deteriorating at a much faster

England textile mill it once was.

rate than people realize. In other words, their intrinsic value is
declining over time. These companies are commonly known

Warren Buffett has called Berkshire the “dumbest stock” he

as value traps or melting ice cubes. It is equally important to

has ever bought. He went into Berkshire because it was sta-

realize that some growth companies are overvalued because

tistically cheap and selling well below its working capital. The

the underlying assumptions regarding that growth, future

business made sense to him through the lens of his “cigar

profitability, or reinvestment opportunities are simply too

butt” approach to investing. In Buffett’s words: “A cigar butt

aggressive and do not leave an adequate margin of safety

found on the street that has only one puff left in it may not

or any room for error. These are known as growth traps, and

offer much of a smoke, but the ‘bargain purchase’ will make

for good reason (recall the risk of the free solo climber we

that puff all profit.”iii That one good puff from Berkshire,

discussed earlier).

along with its cheap price, made up for it being a pathetic
company.

Beyond the “knowable” forecastable period of a business
(usually between five and 10 years), investors must make an

Berkshire was in the low-end North American manufactured

assumption on the terminal value or the remaining life of that

textile business, which was suffering from secular decline,

business. Overestimating the terminal value of a business

immense competitive pressures and a declining topline. In

exposes investors to terminal value risk, but predicting into

addition, the commodity products sold by Berkshire had

the future is no easy feat. Investors must face the challeng-

no real brand or moat and the only source of differentiation

ing reality that a significant portion of a company’s value

was price. Historically, Berkshire had been actively closing

exists beyond the forecastable future. And as we can see

down textile mills, liquidating them, and buying back stock

from 2020, sometimes no amount of financial modelling can

with the goal of increasing the intrinsic value per share on

predict what a year will bring.

the remaining business and subsequent shares. SimultaAvoid the Traps and Prevent a Fall
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By ignoring quality and focusing on valuation, you will fail
to recognize how fast the competitive landscape may be
shifting below your feet, and you could be left owning an
asset with a declining intrinsic value (aka, a trap).

neously, new textile technologies were coming to market,

C A S E S T U DY # 2 : T H E G R OW T H T R A P

further increasing the pricing pressures and competition in
the industry and driving down incremental returns. Just to

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, during the height of the

maintain its economic position meant Berkshire would have

last tech bubble, Cisco Systems was a pioneer in providing

to spend significant amounts of capital. It was a capital-in-

end-to-end networking solutions to unify the information in-

tensive business whose returns on invested capital were in

frastructure of computer networks. Cisco was revolutionary

continual decline. As Charlie Munger put it, “Nothing was

at the time, creating an environment where all computers

going to stick to our ribs as owners.” Berkshire is a great

on a network could talk to each other regardless of location

example of a value trap that experienced significant techno-

or computing language. Cisco provided solutions to the

logical disruption. This cranked up the competitive heat and

internet economy of the future and enabled businesses to

led to the ice-cube business model melting faster than even

leverage these powerful resources. The company was on the

Buffett realized was possible.

cutting edge of a marketplace with an enormous TAM, and
that got investors excited. Cisco benefitted from being the

Like most things in life, value traps are obvious to spot with

first mover, which led the company to command a dominant

the benefit of hindsight. The important thing for investors

market share. In 1999, Cisco sold more than 80% of the

to remember is that if a business does not display any com-

routers that corporations use to send data communications

petitive advantages and is not financially productive with

over the company’s networks.

its capital, it will be very difficult to grow its intrinsic value
over time. The mistake investors make with value traps is

Cisco benefitted from economies of scale, which led to in-

they believe that a statistically cheap valuation translates

dustry-leading margins and high returns on invested capital.

into a wide margin of safety. This is not the case. No matter

Cisco also benefitted from having a relatively captive

how “cheap” a business may be trading from a valuation per-

customer base with a high degree of switching costs. At the

spective, you cannot ignore the underlying business quality.

time, Cisco routers would not talk to routers of other com-

By ignoring quality and focusing on valuation, you will fail

petitors on the same network system. Therefore, existing

to recognize how fast the competitive landscape may be

Cisco customers would continue to purchase Cisco routers

shifting below your feet, and you could be left owning an

exclusively. Otherwise, these customers would have to

asset with a declining intrinsic value (aka, a trap).

replace their entire network, a large and expensive undertaking that would not be worth whatever menial savings could

We all know Berkshire later became the wildly successful

be achieved by switching to a low-cost competitor.

investment conglomerate it is today. This was likely only
possible because the business had Warren Buffett and

These competitive advantages, combined with the unfath-

Charlie Munger, perhaps the two best capital allocators in

omable TAM of the internet, had investors very excited. In

history, at the helm, investing outside of the declining core

the 2000 shareholder letter, Cisco’s Chief Executive Officer

business. Berkshire was statistically cheap when Buffett

wrote about the future of this environment, “Over the next

bought it, but given the competitive pressures and declining

two decades, the Internet economy will bring about more

fundamentals, it was still overvalued over the long term. As

dramatic changes in the way we work, live, play, and learn

Buffett has said, “time is the enemy of the poor business.”

than we witnessed during the last 200 years of the Indus-
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trial Revolution.” Looking back, they were absolutely right,

Adjusted for share splits, in the 20-plus years after the

and investors clamoured to be a part of the new technolo-

tech bubble, the Cisco share price has only ever got back

gy frontier. Internet-related stocks, both real businesses like

to approximately 70% of its tech-bubble high. It is currently

Cisco or famous “dot-coms” that were not really businesses

trading at roughly 50% of its all-time-high share price, at a

at all, inflated to all-time highs.

forward price to adjusted earnings multiple of approximately 11.5 times (compared to approximately 130 times at the

What is more, Cisco had a strong business model and finan-

peak).

cial performance to back up its ever-inflating share price.
Setting aside the frenzy of the internet bubble, it is easy to

So, what happened? How did so many people get it so wrong

understand why investors were so excited about Cisco at

on Cisco’s stock? We know the internet went on to revolu-

the time. In the period from 1989 through 1999, Cisco com-

tionize the world, spurring innovation and creating business

pounded revenue at an annual growth rate of over 83% and

models few could dream of at the time. So, it was not that

compounded adjusted earnings at a rate of over 85%. Cisco’s

the internet economy never took off. Did Cisco suddenly

incredible financial performance led to an annualized share

become a terrible business? Well, from 2000 to 2020, Cisco

price return of over 98% from its initial public offering (IPO)

grew revenue at a compounded annual rate of close to 5%

in 1990 through to its highs in March of 2000. In fact, in March

and adjusted earnings per share at a rate of approximately

of 2000, not one of the 37 research analysts covering Cisco

8.8% annually for 20 years. This is an impressive long-term-

had anything lower than a “buy” or “strong-buy” rating on the

track record for any business. So, the question remains: What

stock. All the while, Cisco had a price-to-adjusted-earnings

happened?

multiple of approximately 130 times forward earnings. On
March 27, 2000, Cisco became the most valuable company

The answer lies in the growth expectations that investors

on Earth (as measured by market capitalization) with an

placed on the business and the valuation in which they were

equity value of $569 billion. Then the tech bubble burst and

willing to pay for that growth. Howard Marks famously said

from the period of March 27, 2000 through to September 27,

that, “being too far ahead of your time is indistinguishable

2001, Cisco’s shares were down 86%.

from being wrong.” This outlines Cisco’s journey quite well. It

CISCO SYSTEM SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE
FEBRUARY 1990* THROUGH DECEMBER 2020
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*Cisco Systems went public via the NASDAQ Stock Exchange on February 17, 1990.
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sounds basic, but current stock prices are reflective of future

trees do not grow to the sky. For value stocks, the last 10

expectations. In the case of Cisco, the expectations investors

years of a company’s history may not look like the next 10

placed on the growth of the business were simply too large

years. Growing cash flows can be your margin of safety, just

and too early in the evolution of the internet and its capabili-

as much as stable cash flows.

ties. If we take a bottom-up view of Cisco’s business, we can
see that they were benefitting from artificially high levels of
sales into venture-backed companies. When the companies
eventually went bankrupt and were liquidated, these would
flood the market with cheap, second-hand Cisco products.
Additionally, lucrative markets attract competition. Cisco
took its foot off the gas pedal and opened the door for competitors to innovate and bring a superior product to market,
which opened the door just enough for these competitors to
start chipping away at Cisco’s market share. Finally, networking product sales are not recurring. Once customers make a

“

We will not ignore business
quality for the sake of an
attractive valuation, and
we will not ignore the
valuation because we see
attractive quality or growth
characteristics.”

purchase, they will not need to make additional purchases
until they grow their operations or the technology depreci-

This approach requires a commitment to balance and an

ates. As a result, Cisco started going after larger communi-

open mind. We will not ignore business quality for the sake

cations infrastructure customers, where the company’s com-

of an attractive valuation, and we will not ignore the valua-

petitive advantages did not carry over and the competition

tion because we see attractive quality or growth characteris-

was fiercer.

tics. We weigh all of these risks at once and believe that this
strategy helps us to avoid potential value or growth traps.

When the euphoria ended and the fundamentals started to

We do, however, adhere to a quality bias at Burgundy. We

show weakness, investors became much less willing to pay

want to own the best businesses in the world, and we would

such a high multiple on these aggressive growth estimates,

much rather pay a fair price for a phenomenal business than

and the share price collapsed. Ultimately, the valuation

a great price for a bad business.

mattered.

THERE IS NO SUMMIT
I N V E S T A LO N G T H E S P E C T R U M
At Burgundy, we are long-term investors, and when you are
While the “growth vs. value” debate may be provocative on

able to look at the world through a long-term lens, it brings

a 24-hour news cycle, where riled-up personalities are pitted

a much needed perspective. When you invest with a long

against each other and fueling the gamification of the stock

time horizon, you are able to look at the world through a

market, it is an oversimplified version of a more nuanced

long-term lens and much-needed perspective. By thinking

conversation. At Burgundy, we prefer to invest in businesses

about our investments over an extended time horizon, we

across the growth-value spectrum. If we have conviction that

can ignore the latest noise spewed by the talking heads on

the growth is sustainable, forecastable, and underrepresent-

TV and focus on the best predictors of long-term success,

ed in the price, we are more than willing to pay for growth.

business quality, and competitive advantages. Ultimately,

Alternatively, we are just as happy to own value stocks if

we strive to buoy investment results for our clients by pur-

we believe that the business fundamentals are strong and

chasing at a reasonable price, sticking to quality companies

the company has true competitive advantages that are

we strongly believe will outperform the broader market over

being overlooked by the market. It does not matter if the

time, and reaping the rewards of compounded earnings.

companies are perceived as traditional value, or growth, or
anywhere in between. Both growth stocks and value stocks

Buffett’s experience with Berkshire has taught us to avoid

have terminal value risk. When it comes to growth stocks,

cigar butt businesses, and these would never find themAvoid the Traps and Prevent a Fall
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selves on the Burgundy Dream Team list. What we saw

either. It is more than just a tool in an investor’s kit. Prudent

during the tech bubble with Cisco has shown us that estima-

use of these anchor points helps us along the way as we look

tions of worth are important regardless of how high quality a

to buy high-quality businesses when they go on sale. In the

business model is or how fast that business is growing.

world of investing, it is not a race to the top of the mountain
because the reality is that there is no summit. It is an arduous

.

The point is that valuation matters, especially over the long

and continuous ascent that we think necessitates anchor

run. When securities are priced to perfection, or incorpo-

points of intrinsic value. In the end, the aim is to challenge

rate overly aggressive estimates into the share price, inves-

ourselves to keep climbing.

tors must practice caution and discipline. The safety harness
is not just another item in a climber’s accoutrement; it is a
life-saving anchor. Intrinsic value should not be understated

Date of publication: February 25, 2021
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E N D N OT E S
i. Marks, Howard (2021) “Something of Value.” Memos from Howard Marks, https://www.oaktreecapital.com/
insights/howard-marks-memos
ii. A Dream Team company embodies the business, financial, and management characteristics that Burgundy
deems high quality, but its current market price does not offer enough of a margin of safety to warrant investing at this time. Burgundy monitors these companies, waiting for the right purchase price.
iii. https://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/1989.html

DISCLAIMERS
This communication is presented for illustrative and discussion purposes only, and is not intended as an offer to invest in any
investment strategy presented by Burgundy. It is not intended to provide investment advice and does not consider unique objectives, constraints or financial needs. Under no circumstances does this communication suggest that you should time the market
in any way or make investment decisions based on the content. Select securities may be used as examples to illustrate Burgundy’s investment philosophy. Burgundy portfolios may or may not hold such securities for the whole demonstrated period. Investors are advised that their investments are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be
repeated. The information contained in this communication is the opinion of Burgundy Asset Management and/or its employees
as of the date of posting and are subject to change without notice. Investing in foreign markets may involve certain risks relating
to interest rates, currency exchange rates, and economic and political conditions. From time to time, markets may experience
high volatility or irregularities, resulting in returns that differ from historical events. Please refer to the Legal section of Burgundy’s website for additional information.
Third-party materials that are referenced or linked here are not necessarily endorsed by Burgundy and are entirely independent
of Burgundy. Burgundy is not responsible for third-party content linked here or any consequences of engaging with third-party
content. Any third-party materials referenced or linked here are provided for informational and contextual purposes only.
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